SCHOLARONE BOOKS™
ACCELERATE YOUR END-TO-END BOOK PUBLISHING PROCESS

WHAT IT DELIVERS

WHAT YOU CAN DO
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Integrated administrative, editing, and
reviewing capabilities
Thousands of configurable system options
Flexible and automated email reminders
Intuitive interface with step-by-step prompts
Comprehensive, book-specific workflows,
task settings, templates and more
Ability to manage large numbers of
manuscripts, articles, or sections of articles
via topic/chapter management
Professional and authoritative
customer support
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Produce multi-author, multi-topic books
with an end-to-end solution
Manage a worldwide network of
contributing authors in a single, centralized
system
Easily locate content for instantaneous
“views” at any point in the publishing
workflow
Streamline author and editor
communications across one system
Easily configure workflow to meet highly
specific requirements
Gain better control overall of a complex,
multi-faceted book publishing process

The first use of the industry leading ScholarOne platform for books management, ScholarOne Books
manages the book publishing process from acquisition and content approval through content review,
assembly, and release to production. This highly coordinated, streamlined approach lets each member of
the team see those parts of the workflow and content relative to their responsibilities as well as what they
need to accomplish in order to meet the publication date. Client-specific workflows and configurable options
promote standardization and ease scheduling, tracking, and control of a complex and multi-faceted process.
INTUITIVE INTERFACE

ScholarOne Books is the most configurable and
comprehensive system available. The easy-touse graphical user interface quickly guides even
inexperienced users through editorial activities
with step-by-step prompts; and the handson implementation and educational services
allow editorial and production offices to focus
on manuscripts, not system configuration and
administration.

•
•

Multiple books may be hosted on a single
ScholarOne Books site.
Top line visibility for all content, combined
with “drill-down” tools allow you to see the big
picture, and then find the content that needs
attention.

STREAMLINE SUBMISSIONS

A team approach brings together every participant
– acquisition editors, developmental editors,
managing editors, contributors, and reviewers
– into one centralized system. This transparent
and coordinated structure makes it easy to see
where each element of a book is at any given point,
and helps assure that everything is progressing
smoothly toward the final publication date.
Specific tools to help standardize and control the
book publishing process:
The Administration Dashboard

SCHOLARONE BOOKS™
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•
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Accepted content types, and content associated
metadata sets are completely customizable.
“Topic” hierarchy can be configured to mirror
any book structure, for example; “Chapter”,
“Subject”, “Section” etc.
Editable page-specific instructions

REPORT ON THE PROCESS

• Build completely customized reporting
dashboards for your project and schedule.
• Schedule any report for periodic email
delivery.
• Use conditional formatting in your reports to
highlight content that needs attention.

INDUSTRY-LEADING SUPPORT

Your professional and authoritative user support
team includes instruction writers, call center
professionals, trainers, and file conversion
technicians. You will have access to a Client
Manager and Implementation Manager, as well
as site-specific, instructor-led training. And you’ll
receive a rich set of educational tools, including
the online ScholarOne Support, which offers online
training, documentation, release notes, author and
reviewer notes, and more.

INTEGRATE WITH PRODUCTION

Use our native ScholarOne Document Type
Definition (DTD) output XML, or have us match your
production DTD.

The Topic Tree mirrors your publication structure
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ScholarOne, a Thomson Reuters Business provides comprehensive workflow management systems for scholarly
journals, books, and conferences. Its Web-based applications enable publishers to manage the submission,
peer review, production, and publication processes more efficiently, increasing their profile among authors,
decreasing time-to-market for critical scientific data, and lowering infrastructure costs. ScholarOne offers
workflow solutions for the submission and review of manuscripts, abstracts, proceedings, books, grants &
awards and production. Supporting over 365 societies and publishers, over 3400 books and journals, and 13
million users, ScholarOne is the industry leader.
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